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SNOW WHITE 

 

ENTERTAINMENT SEQUENCE 

 

           8-A.   January 6, 1936 

 

 Those present 9- 12:00 – 

 

  Larry, Walt, Jaxon, Dave, Dick Rickard, Creedon, Paul B., 

  Ken Anderson, Frank Churchill, Miller. 

 

 

* * * * * * * * 

 

 

 Larry sings the song YOU'RE NEVER TOO OLD TO BE YOUNG – accompanied  

 by Frank as follows: 

 

   (verse)  WHEN YA AIN'T GOT ANY FUZZ UPON YOUR DOME 

     WHEN YA AIN'T GOT ANY FUZZ UPON YOUR DOME 

     IF YOU AIN'T GOT ANY HAIR 

     WHY THE DICKENS SHOULD YOU CARE 

     YA' NEVER HAVE TO USE A BRUSH AND COMB 

     WHEN YA' KNOW YOUR LEGS (FEET) ARE GOING TO GIVE OUT SOON 

     WHEN YA' KNOW YOUR LEGS ARE GOING TO GIVE OUT SOON 

     WHEN YER JOINTS BEGIN TO SQUEAK IF YOU PRACTICE FOR A WEEK 

     YOU CAN WALK AROUND AND PLAY YOURSELF A TUNE 

     YOUR VOICE MAY BREAK WHEN YOU TRY TO SING (YODEL) 

     BUT YOU CAN'T BE GOOD AT EVERYTHING (YODEL) 

 

  (chorus) 1st version 

 

   YER NEVER TOO OLD TO BE YOUNG 

   YER NEVER TOO OLD TO BE YOUNG 

   WHEN YOU START TO LOSE YOUR FIGGER 

   AND YOUR HIPS KEEP GETTING BIGGER 

   YOUR CHEST MAY SLIP BUT DON'T YOU FRET 

   NO MATTER HOW WEAK YOUR KNEES MAY GET 

   YER NEVER TOO OLD TO BE YOUNG 

   YER NEVER TOO OLD TO BE YOUNG 

 

  (1st ending of chorus) 

 

   AS TIME GOES ON THE OLDER YOU GROW 

   THE OLDER YOU GROW THE LESS YOU KNOW 

   AND THE LESS YOU KNOW 

   THE YOUNGER YER BOUND TO BE 

 

  (2nd ending of chorus) 

 

   THO YOUR TEETH ARE OUT AND YOUR WHISKERS SPROUT 

   AND YOUR ARCHES GIVE AWAY 

   YOU'RE NEVER TOO OLD TO BE YOUNG AND GAY. 

 

  (Dave likes the 2nd ending of the chorus) 

 

LARRY: We open up (hearing) the yodeling – trucking thru to the house with the 

  yodeling going on... and the dwarfs singing – each dwarf picks up a phrase 

  of the song – this with a series of cuts –-  

   

  (Note: no definite decision on endings of chorus) 
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WALT:  (after Larry finishes)  It sounds good.  (Dave likes it too) 

 

__   We have to get yodeler over here for right figurations. 

 

WALT:  Anybody could do the yodel.  The song leads into a yodel.  It is a good 

  commercial. 

 

  (discussion as to the yodel and type of yodel follows – hot – at the end 

  of the song; which Frank plays.  Paul knows a couple of good yodelers 

  cowboy type, which might be good to have tests made) 

 

WALT:  The idea is to get this chorus with a comic angle.  Ted and Pinto can help 

  on this.  They're good on these comic things. 

 

  (Jaxon reviews the general pattern on the sequence) 

 

JAXON: The yodeling comes first as we are outside the house, with the concertina 

  for a musical background.  When we come inside the dwarfs are dancing 

  and singing. 

 

WALT:  We open on the yodeling? 

 

JAXON: During that time (inside) we will establish Snow White listening to them. 

 

LARRY: I thought you said Walt saw her beginning with them – when you first come 

  in the room there should be some activity, whether it is Snow White or   

  some of the guys themselves. 

 

JAXON  You could get a good setup on her listening and them dancing around. 

 

WALT:  It would be better if she got hot at the end (of the song) and got into it.   

  Could she do a little number too?  Sing one of the verses?  It should be  

  that they are all having a lot of fun. 

 

DAVE:  She would join in on certain sections of it. 

 

WALT:  They would get a kick out of that. 

 

LARRY: I don't think we should take any more than two verses. 

 

WALT:  On the line:  WHEN YER JOINTS BEGIN TO SQUEAK IF YOU PRACTICE FOR A  

  WEEK YOU CAN WALK AROUND AND PLAY YOURSELF A TUNE – are you going to make  

  anything of it? 

 

JAXON: You could echo the last line:  YOU CAN WALK AROUND AND PLAY YOURSELF A  

  TUNE – like Pinto used as a gag – so that he does play himself a tune.    

  

   (Frank plays an echoing phrase of the verse) 

 

FRANK:   It will work out alrite. 

 

JAXON: Following that we will lead into a yodel which ties into the organ and   

  yodel echo so that we get a transition to Grumpy at the organ.  Then  

  Grumpy has a short introduction at the organ, which would give us a chance  

  to establish the organ. 
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JAXON: --- during these cuts back and forth.  Following that we go into  

  a section where they play:  YOU'RE NEVER TOO OLD – etc., with the    

  instruments – and we would have shots of the group – get some screwy   

  musical combinations and sounds.  Cut to individual pieces of business  

  with the dwarfs – quick cuts – and it builds into flashes back and  

  forth of dancing and singing, yodeling and end up with cuts of the  

  dwarfs – 

  

 (Walt illustrates the Swiss dances and basic steps) (slapping the fanny, etc) 

 

WALT:  You could have little tricks with the concertina.  Whatever type of   

  concertina we should put flowers on it – all the instruments should be   

  painted.  Gaily decorated. 

  (to Frank)  On the instruments I think we could take any instrument you say  

  you need but make an instrument (in picture) that gives the same sound –--  

  looks like the same sound.  We could use a clarinet and piccolo – why 

  not make that the guy with the bag pipe –  

 

FRANK: You could use an oboe for that. 

 

  (Walt demonstrates how one of the dwarfs would be playing the Pintophone-–  

  and pan down and at his feet would be this potato-shaped octarina – tube  

  running down to the sweet potato thing and the dwarf playing it with his  

  feet – with his shoes off.) 

 

WALT:  He could use flutes, bassoons, a musette –  

 

FRANK: English horn. 

 

WALT:  It would be necessary if you did.  Because you have it there.  You have   

  that organ. 

 

FRANK: We could use an octarina-– 

 

LARRY: On the organ would there be any value if the owl gave us the bigger bass  

  tones –-  

 

WALT:  And the little birds the high tones  (all carved on pipes)  (illustrates  

  the smaller pipes would be carved as birds – the larger one squirrels  

  owls and bullfrogs – all carved like totem poles.  And they have little   

  stops and is worked from these to the organ – when the dwarf pushes one   

  here is the carved owl and the wing of the owl is over here (illustrates)  

  and the wing comes back (which gives the sound elect) and there is an   

  expression – one owl will be HO and another HOO – it makes a noise when 
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WALT:  the stop opens and works from a key.  We will paint the pipes and carve   

  them.  Bright colors.  Same way we have Dopey working with a set of drums –  

  they should be painted. 

 

JAXON: Carved figures possibly.  Some split sounds.  How unusual would you like  

  to have the music sound? 

 

WALT:  Like the organ.  That would be an odd sound.  I wouldn't want to recognize  

  any instruments.  Want a combination – you might have six guys playing   

  instruments (b.g.) but one guy at the organ in the picture.  We can  

  show his hands jumping over the keys playing the music and show the pipes  

  working with carved figures and the stops opening.  When he gets a run  

  he goes right on up and right on down again.  Get a close up of different  

  stops.  Get the birds playing.  Get his fingers and then cut to the birds  

  and back down to him playing.  To get the connection.  They are interesting  

  cuts.  I would show his feet and hands – and cut inside and show the   

  hammers working.  Get the rhythm and mechanical things. 

 

JAXON: On the Pintophone with the bag pipe and octarina combination – we were   

  talking about a gag, starting on the octarina part and cheat the direction  

  of the feet – so that it looks like it is his fingers (which are playing)  

  and here is this guy working with his feet.  Maybe turn the pages of the  

  music with his feet.   

 

WALT:  Would it be best to surprise them (audience) that way and reveal it or  

  come down and let them see it? 

 

Larry: Even if you did surprise them you would want to pull back pretty quick. 

 

JAXON  He would clever with his feet like a piano player. 

 

WALT:  (on song)  This is a swell tune for a slap bass isn't it?  I think we can  

  use that very good.  (good for chords)  (also likes a xylophone)   

  Get it working very fast.  – when he changes (from one different sounding  

  instrument to another) – the audience would think it is some special   

  instrument.  When we get these odd working instruments going, it will be  

  very fascinating. 

 

FRANK: We could have the accordion going all the time.  It would be the body (of  

  the music). 
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DAVE:   Do you figure using a harp?  Figure on using the back of a chair for   

  strings? 

 

WALT:  As I see it, they would be cleverly made instruments.  Not like a one-man  

  band.  It is something clever.  They have made these instruments.  If they  

  had a harp they would really have one they made. 

 

RICHARD: With angels on it? 

 

WALT:  For an audience I think we should use the Jew's harp.  Not all the time.   

  

  Like our guys are playing a bunch of instruments and cut in a jew's harp sound.  

  (for jew's harp) 

  Here is the body of a crane with a long neck on  it – and that is where the  

  string is on it and maybe the top knot is where  it is screwed up. 

 

LARRY: Just for a lick. 

 

WALT:  You might be able to use that for the rhythm part.  Jew's harp sounds   

  screwy in there. 

 

DAVE:  I was thinking if you played your melody on a jew's harp – good for   

  background. 

 

WALT:  I would like to see a jew's harp used but not recognize it as a jew's harp.   

   

   (Jaxon suggests a lyre) 

 

PAUL B: Might use a zither. 

 

JAXON  Would you want a fiddle? 

 

FRANK: I don't see a fiddle at all.  I see it more troubling in rhythm – keep the  

  slap rhythm all the time. 

 

   (Jaxon plays jews harp) 

 

WALT:  Get it close (to mike) for a break. 

 

WALT:  The whole thing as I see it – is to make the audience believe that  

  whatever instruments we have they are producing these tones.   

  We want to get some funny instruments there – the only thing that  

  would look legitimate would be concertina. 

 

JAXON: I thought of using it largely for background of singing – accordion good  

  for sound. 

 

WALT:  That will always keep it full if you have a concertina. 

 

 (Jaxon plays the sound track of sequence 8-A) 

 

WALT:  If you get something different from jazz – I think it will go over big.   

  If you use clarinets – trick them – so that they don't sound legitimate. 

 

 (discussion follows on 8-B) 

 

Frank: You want as few gags as possible in it. 
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WALT:  We are not gagging it.  Just little cute stuff on the stars.  There are no  

  gags at all, just beautiful scenes of the ship blowing along.  In the final  

  ending where the light is coming behind the clouds at the castle, the chorus  

  will swell up –- 

 

JAXON: We had talked at one time – the baby stars singing at the end. 

 

WALT:  I thought we had decided when the boat is on its way – it is the wind that  

  hums and blows different things along – and we bring the chorus in there.  

  Bring the chorus also at the end of the picture.  At the end, we build up  

  to a finale, and here (8-C) we build where she picks up the last line. (of song)  

 

LARRY: Snow White would end with SOMEDAY WHEN MY DREAMS COME TRUE. 

 

FRANK: She would predominate after:  DREAMS. 

 

 (discussion follows on sound tracks – could take the chorus with the music-– or  

 take them separately) 

 

FRANK: The orchestra helps the singers– keeps them in pitch. 

 

DAVE:  You could use playbacks.  I know tho there are objections to it. 

 

WALT:  I believe on this number here (YOU'RE NEVER TOO OLD ETC) it would be good  

  to get down to business on it – the verse is quite long? – I like the  

  verse where they came in – 

 

   (LARRY goes thru first ending of chorus) 

 

LARRY  Play 16 (bars?) of yodel into the chorus – trucking into the house on the  

  yodel – and after the second chorus – goes into hot yodel. 

 

FRANK: Why not have her do an obligato there – a Lily Pons obligato. 

 

LARRY: You can hear her o.s. – high class cadenza– 

 

WALT:  How about Sleepy doing an obligato with then yawn. 

 

   (Frank plays as Sleepy would yawn to it) 

 

JAXON: Could the fly go in and come out? 

 

WALT:  I think so.  I think the fly going in can be repeated. 

 

WALT:  I was thinking of Sleepy playing a clarinet – with the fly buzzing around  

  him –-(the fly going thru the holes in the clarinet –)  and Sleepy   

  pokes his finger in and the fly bites him.  He could be playing peek-a-boo,  

  and the fly comes in thru these holes.  For cut-backs you will have them  

  (dwarfs) dancing.  Shall we work some running gags in there?  How about   

  Dopey and the drumsticks? - Snare drum.  Because they (birds) can drop all 
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  the drum sticks. (after drum roll) Dopey is in his shell and as he comes out  

  of the last one (stick) gets him.  He tries to be fancy.  He throws a stick up 

  and doesn't realize where it has gone, and he goes on, and cut to the birds and 

  they grab it. 

 

DAVE:  He keeps throwing drumsticks all the way thru. 

 

WALT:  At the end of the break he tosses up one stick and then all of them come down.  

  Finally after that happens he tosses up one tied to a string and the birds grab 

  it, and he pulls it down and he has a bird on the string and the bird flies away.  

  Sleepy and the fly can be worked in with the fly bothering him, and he swatting 

  him.  And pull that gag there (flute and fly) 

  Where he hits the fly o.s.  He is laying for it and he sees the fly and he  

  comes back and bang (illustrating) and you hear the fly going off like a hurt  

  dog and he (Sleepy) goes back into his playing.  It seems like we can cut these 

  things in. 

 

Cree:  Have one of the birds on the rafters whistling.  Getting hot. 

 

WALT:  You could.  We have to get a good dance with Snow White and the dwarfs too. 

 

Larry: Don't you see the dancing – working for good things?  The table for example –- 

  one dwarf on top and another under the table?  Cute things to work for where she 

  is whirling from one dwarf to another. 

 

JAX:  The dwarfs would take double steps to keep up with her. 

 

WALT:  What about each guy coming out and doing a little dance?  Leave his instrument  

  to do the dance, and in it he can do little slides to the music.  Little dance 

  steps too.  Like the Pintophone can be dragged around and the instruments would 

  be dangling from the bladder – it gets it in there and starts to work on it –  

  then he (dwarf) can have another instrument entirely. 

 

LARRY: Do you see the organ working mechanically. Like if we want to use a cymbol on  

  it – a cuckoo could ring out – or a little deer kicking this thing (on organ) for 

  a tone? 

 

WALT:  There is a lot in those pipe that look real without going farther –  

 

DAVE   The audience would think of it as just pipes. 

 

WALT:  It seems like the organ would work more practical – (mechanical in operation as  

  the stops work on it – with the various carved animals) 

 

 (Walt illustrates when he (Grumpy) plays – punches a key it opens this wing (on owl) 
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WALT:  Where the pipe is fastened on, you could have these things red.  (looking  

  at sketch of organ). 

 

  How do you see the pepping up at the end? 

 

LARRY: Get it hot. 

 

WALT:  Get that organ hot too (with the characters) – FRANK:  the tempo would not  

  increase in there (plays the ending on the piano) 

 

JAXON: Could we establish the instruments (dwarfs play).  You could get two or three  

  sounds out of one instrument. 

 

WALT:  I think a lot of this stuff should be set to the beat.  You can't add  

  footage to this thing. 

 

LARRY: Maybe we can work out a piano track. 

 

DAVE:  I would put it on record – and set your instrument in there. 

 

WALT:  Take your solo parts and record them like sound effects, then you would  

  have to put your orchestra in later – any solo parts treat like dialogue. 

 

**  The pintophone should be done.  The animator has to know or feel it, or  

  he can't get proper feeling. 

 

JAXON: If possible I would like to work with Kimball and Lundy. 

 

 (discussion on animators follows– Tytla according to Walt is good on  

 things that have a definite pattern) Jaxon says Lundy is good on rhythm) 

 

  Walt said to get a good dancer to work with Snow White to Larry's question  

  of having two children dance with her.  (photography only) 

 

 (on dancing with dwarfs –- S.W.) 

 

JAXON: I see short cuts there. 

 

WALT:  I see her dancing without holding hands –- three of them dancing.  We  

  should definitely work in Doc.  Happy is full of life in this part  

  and clever on his feet.  Dopey is eccentric.  I would like to see Doc  

  trying to keep time with her – and he is out of step – clumsy –- Doc  

  is the type that wouldn't be clever.  At the end you are going to build  

  it up? 

 

LARRY: Shorter and shorter cuts – a montage feeling – to a whirling thing where  

  she collapses in the chair. 

 

 (discussion follows as to the value of a background orchestra in there for  

 a section which Frank suggests – ) 

 

WALT:  If you bring an orchestra in I would sneak it in towards the end – If  
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WALT:  you don't know it is there it is alrite – I would hate to hear it. 

  I figure your concertiana will fill it out there.  I think that we  

  ought to figure this is about 4-5 minutes of an hour and 35 minutes  

  and if we can get by I wouldn't do it (use orchestra).  When you think  

  of all the yodeling and yip ing and clapping, it might sound better if  

  there are not too many instruments.  Concertina is getting faster – and  

  the organ and guitar as well. 

 

LARRY: Say we end with our song – she is whirling around, then you might want  

  to bring in an orchestra that would lead into the dialogue:  OH THAT WAS  

  FUN. 

 

WALT:  When she lands in the chair there should be just silence and she says:   

  OH THAT WAS FUN – and cut to the dwarfs wiping themselves off – one wiping  

  with his beard, etc., - and they ask her to do something – and then  

  she goes into:  ONCE THERE WAS A PRINCESS –--  

 

JAXON: I think it would be good to drop the music out entirely right after  

  that point. 

 

WALT:  (Walt goes into the singing angle of Sleepy – opera note on yawn – )  He could 

  blend in toward the end of hers. 

  She is high there (on the song) and Sleepy sees that and goes into a  

  yawn in the music. 

 

LARRY: He would harmonize with her. 

 

JAXON: We still see Grumpy on the organ – because he wouldn't have to enter  

  into the other things much – he still has a grouchy expression but there  

  is a feeling that he is enjoying this – clever with his hands. 

  We thought of Happy with the concertina. 

 

WALT:  I see Happy doing a lot of singing. 

 

JAXON: Do you think it would be better to have Bashful or Sneezy on the concertina? 

 

WALT:  Bashful might be better on the concertina.  I could see him playing it and  

  looking at Snow White – and smash the concertina together – I see Happy  

  directing the orchestra and singing the song –- and the rest of them play  

  while he is doing the singing. 

 

RICKARD: Doc with a triangle.  He plays it and misses it one time. 

 

WALT:   That is about all he can do.  It seems like Happy would be your busiest  

  guy – 
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DAVE:  Could we have a solo on a bunch of tempo blocks – carved heads or  

  something? 

 

LARRY: I think would should take our instruments and see what we can do with it. 

 

WALT:  You see Dopey the drummer?  Playing the slap bass? 

 

RICKARD: He could have the slap bass as part of his equipment – these gourds. 

 

JAXON; Aside from Bashful and Happy who else would sing? 

 

WALT:  Doc, Bashful and Happy. –- Sneezy –- Sneezy has a funny voice –  

 

JAXON: If you have 4 good voices is that enuf? 

 

LARRY: Yes.  How long should we get into the start of this song here? 

 

FRANK: 48 ft. 

 

WALT:  Remember you haven't seen this orchestra yet. 

 

LARRY: It is yodeling and dancing leading up to the YOU'RE NEVER TOO-– etc –  

  have you ever figured how long it would take to get into the house? 

 

JAXON: As a rough guess – 16 – 20 ft.  

 

WALT:  I think you should be in there in about 15 ft.  There is nothing to show  

  outside.  You cut to the house and truck on up and get to the window and  

  you dissolve inside – 

 

DAVE:  Are the animals going to be outside? 

 

WALT:  As you come into the window you see they are looking in and then you  

  fade in – The fade in should not be over 3 ft., and move on up there and  

  have an ordinary x-dissolve.  Cut to them.  Here is the group of them  

  and then into the cut – you need 48 ft.  24 would be too short.  I think  

  you have to establish everybody there playing their instruments – where they  

  are. 

 

DAVE:  You wouldn't establish the instruments in that 48 ft. 

 

WALT:  Just establish them – but not gag them.  Then come back – just show the   

  organ.  Later on in a good spot come back and here is Grumpy and here  

  are these things working.  You ought to tease the audience at that point (opening) 

  You don't have to show all the instruments at once – later on you can show the 

  pintophone – and slap bass – or you might have Dopey slap bass at that point. 

  Dopey should be very busy in there.  I see Dopey playing slap bass and  

  he comes shooting out, does a dance and goes back to the bass.  Another guy  

  comes in with his dance steps – waving the concertina in the air – then dash back 

  and sit down – Have a couple of guys at the start doing some dancing–  

  Alpine stuff–  
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DAVE:  You wouldn't want to use Dopey on the jew's harp? 

 

WALT:  Might – like something that has been repeated – YOU'RE NEVER TOO OLD TO BE  

  YOUNG – (Dopey repeat the line on the jew's harp). 

  I think we should go for a novel orchestra in this.  That is why I am  

  worried about an orchestra sneak in there.  There is singing and dancing  

  and rhythm in there. 

 

   (Frank thought it would be good for a punch) 

 

LARRY: It might pay us to work this thing out and shoot. 

 

WALT:  That was what I was thinking – then you could take the solo parts separately. 

 

  (discussion follows on the beat) 

 

WALT:  I would like to have you try it in 12's. 

 

   (follows with an illustration of Happy directing the orchestra with  

   his stomach moving up and down like a bowl of jello and his hips too) 

 

WALT:  Happy could point (on the yodeling number–-section) in all directions. 

  As they are yodeling.  And he even comes to Snow White (points with his  

  finger) and she has to come in.  Tthen when he comes to the fast stuff he  

  points in all directions.  There is where Dopey comes in (on yodel) with  

  the jew's harp. 

  Then there is that business of them all going fast.  Maybe Snow White could  

  do the long run.  On the yodel you'll find the orchestra can yodel to  

  that section (in the chorus)  Even if they can't yodel they can sound like  

  a yodel.  That is why I see happy with his fat stomach – he can go  

  to town with his little feet – his construction suggests that. 

 

 (Larry suggests the 4 guys yodeling, then Dopey) 

 

WALT:  Then Snow White could come in on the organ come in (run up the scale) that  

  would be a good spot for the octarina too.  If he directs and then points  

  to her as she comes in quick with a yodel.  He would be an interesting (Happy) 

  master of ceremonies. 

 

  (gag?) he could go thru the line:  WHEN YOUR CHEST COMES DOWN AND MEETS YOUR  

  FEET AND YOUR HEELS COME UP AND KICK YOUR SEAT –-- (in here) 

   

  (on the dancing) 

 

WALT:  Couldn't one of the dwarfs get Snow White by the hand and want to dance with  

  her -– say Happy pulls her into it– she does a little dance with Happy at first. 
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WALT:  Then maybe Dopey could come out and jump on Happy's shoulder.  

  It would be funny – one guy holding the feet (other on shoulder) – and they  

  could get over-balanced –-  

  It should seem spontaneous.  During the dancing you can get flashes  

  of the orchestra to break it up. 

 

DAVE:  We were talking about the setup in the room right off the main  

  room – more of a rumpus room – an extra room we have never shown. 

 

JAXON: I wouldn't have it in there. 

 

WALT:  I would make the b.g. new but don't make a point of it–  

 

KEN:  I don't think it should look like a new room –- but any corner of  

  the room.  We showed Snow White dusting the organ in one spot – it  

  doesn't matter if this organ fits with the other one she was dusting.   

  I would have the room as we made it.  The audience will never remember  

  it. 

   

   (Ken is afraid the house might seem too large) 

 

WALT:  (explains f.g. posts or props take away that feeling) – overlays and  

  props take away the feeling of size.  That is why we also made  

  props thicker – doors, tables, etc.  Snow White is the only thing  

  you can contrast with. 

 

 (Jaxon then goes into the 8-C sequence– which he explained was not necessary  

 to write up – if desired, will do so.) 

 

  (RICKARD explains he will be ready with the sequence in a week). 

 

 

* * * * * * * 

 

elaine 


